What’s New for You?
NTMPS MU1B-5 Afloat Release
For Training Officers and Sailors Afloat

What’s Changing and Why?
The Navy Training Management and Planning System (NTMPS) Maintenance Update 1B-5 (MU1B-5) afloat release contains a total of four changes that will provide a visible impact to the Sailor. These four changes are described in detail in this information sheet, along with screenshots that highlight the important new information that is displayed in the Fleet Training Management Planning System (FLTMPS) Afloat application and the Afloat version of the Electronic Training Jacket (ETJ).

The enhanced functionality that has been added to the FLTMPS Afloat application and the Afloat version of the ETJ are the direct result of feedback received from you, the Sailors. The following changes have been requested for some time now and we are glad to finally deliver these improvements. You asked and we listened!

When can I expect the new NTMPS MU1B-5 release?
Fall of 2012

NTMPS MU1B-5 Capabilities

IMPORTANT: The following afloat systems are installed onboard your ship. If any of these systems are not available, please contact your ship’s IT system administrator.

- FLTMPS Afloat screen now displays name and designated grade rate
  - Displays the rate and name of the user currently logged into FLTMPS
  - Ensures the profile being used for reports run in FLTMPS Afloat are defaulted to the current user’s profile and Unit Identification Codes (UICs)
  - Also enhances trouble shooting efforts for the Navy Information/Application Product Suite (NIAPS) System Administrator, Distance Support (DS) NIAPS, and NTMPS Support

- NTMPS Afloat (NAFL) Load Status page displays critical Datamart build information
  - Displays critical information about the NAFL Datamart installed on the afloat NIAPS server to the FLTMPS Afloat Load Status page
  - Enhances trouble shooting efforts for the NIAPS System Administrator, DS NIAPS, and NTMPS Support

To learn more about your career tools, please visit:
Career Toolbox or Navy Career Tools

NAVY 311 (Formerly Global Distance Support Center):
NAVY311@navy.mil

Toll Free:
CONUS:
1-855-NAVY311
(1-855-628-9311)
OCONUS:
DSN 510-NAVY311
(DSN 510-628-9311)
This is a maintenance fix to enhance trouble shooting efforts by NIAPS System Administrators, DS NIAPS, and NTMPS Support. However, the FLTMPS Afloat Load Status page will also be accessible to users and will display self-explanatory information such as UIC and SWP Release Version (e.g., MU1B-4).

1.) User name and rate now displayed

2.) Critical information about the NAFL Datamart now displayed

- NIAPS NeL Afloat Verification Report
  - Provides capability to verify that all AILE course completions are replicated ashore and properly documented in the Integrated Learning Environment (ILE)
  - Creates FLTMPS Afloat reports that provide capability to track the status of AILE course completions being properly recorded in the ILE/LMS

3.) Capability to track the status of NeL Afloat course completions pending ashore documentation now available
• Provide shipboard users a visual indication in the Afloat Electronic Training Jacket (ETJ)

  • Displays a visual indicator in a user’s Afloat ETJ to identify all courses that have been completed in the afloat LMS (AILE/NeL) environment that are pending replication to the shore LMS (ILE/LMS) for official documentation in the user’s record

  • The visual indicator will change to reflect the official documentation in the user’s record after the shore LMS passes the record(s) to the NAFL Datamart, and the NAFL Datamart is replicated and updated on the ship

4.) Visual indicator to display NeL Afloat course completions that are pending replication to the shore LMS is now available